
Editor’s Desk

As we release the first issue of FBR, I am spurned by the thought of how Knowledge and Education 
remaining intertwined, attempting to co-create learning. Education sets us, learners free from dogmas 
into a secure future; whilst, knowledge shares the fruits of this co creation with future generations of 
learners. It is in pursuit of this co creation that FBR is born.

Investigation of the term sustainability led to this themized issue on sustainability - towards which 
papers were invited in the categories of People, Planet, Polity and Profit .Contributions from various 
schools of management thought and action, ably supported by reviewers helped us arrive at these 
twelve entries in four distinct sections , viz. Perspectives, Case, Reviews and Research.

Perspectives: Written by Ms. Savant from RITES, this paper is on sustainable transport and the paper 
refers to India with a special emphasis on New Delhi. Prof.Auluck's paper proposes a curriculum for 
teaching sustainability to business students whilst seeding it in their minds and hearts

Case:  As part of sustainability what could be better than a case on 'Giving'. Through an Indian 
marketing  case,  Prof. Sanjeev and co authors discuss the dilemma faced by – 'Joy of Giving Week' and 
the organisation's struggle in promoting this brand. 

Reviews: The review section has been presented in this issue as a curious mix of books, a management 
film and a website which relate with the theme of sustainability. Prof.Baxi, Prof.Deodhar, Prof. 
Vijayalakshmi & Ms. Maity  aim to create knowledge based on these media,  with a key purpose of 
enabling   understanding   the phenomena of sustainability  in business context.

Research : Presented by  academicians from research departments of the  Indian Institute of Sciences, 
Bangalore, NITIE, Mumbai, UPES, Dehradun and FIIB, New Delhi - Prof. Ramachandra, Prof. 
Bhattacharya, Prof. Gupta , Prof. Deodhar  along with co authors are included here because of their 
pragmatic potential. 

Ranging from Bangalore city's urban sustainable development to innovations for sustainability,  
energy pricing, sustainability IT framework and  e governance project , the papers attempt to create a 
myriad of sustainability issues entrapping corporate India, in the form of geography, technology, 
governance, energy utilisation & innovations .

As corporate India continues its foray into 2012 taking on and facing its current challenges, can we 
rest, only because we have created some thought and raised some questions through this issue of FBR? 
Although, there are many stories to be told in this issue, many more remain untold!

We hope to meet you in the next issue of FBR too with many more thoughts, questions, posing 
challenges to corporate India .Always, innovative and provocative!

Dr. Sunita Chugh, Fellow of MDI, Gurgaon , India

P. S. Do honour us with your questions and comments as we attempt to make way to the next issue.




